representation. Define Fibonacci numbers as usua.1 by Every nonnega.tive integer n can be uniquely represented [9] in a variety of algorithms (see, for insta.nce. "Fibonacci numbers" in the index to [3] ), mtl in Matijasevich's solution to Hilbert's tenth problem [6] .
If we let two registers of an addition machine contain the pair of numbers (yF/, yFl+l), where 1 is an implicit parameter, it is ea,sy to implement the operations
ltl, ltlfl, h-l-1
a,ncl to test the conditions Therefore we can compute x mod ' 9 efficiently by implementing the following procedure: 
{ .c 2 y st,ill holds}
The multiple assignment '(y , 2) +--(z, y + x) ' is an abbrevktion for the opera,tion 'set ,p+g+s a,nd interchange the roles of registers y and z in the subsequent program': the assignment '(y, z) +-(z -y, y)' is similar. By ma.king two copies of this program code. in one of which the t-aria.bles y and 2 are interchanged, we can jump from one copes to t,he other and obtain a legitimate a.ddition-machine program; cf. [ write PL!.
Fibonacci mulThe a.ctSual addition-machine code requires six registers, because we need 
372>O(w=xon, y=yo-2072). -
If we sqqxess .r, U, and zv from this progra,m, the repeat statements act on (y, v, z) esa,ct,l>-a,s the repeat statements in our previous program act on (x, y, 2). Therefore, if ~~1 2 zo.
WC ha,ve 9 = yo mod zo = yo -20 Lyo/zoJ after the repeat sta.te1nent.s in the new program.
Hence w = x0 lyo/.zoJ as desired. The tota.l number of additions ancl subtractions is
where 71 = 1~0 / ZOJ .
An integer addition machine can make use of the constant 1 by reading t11a.t constant, into a. separake, dedicated register. Then we ca.n specialize the ternaq algorithm 1~~ sctting 2 +-1 (for multiplication) or x t 1 (for division). Thus we can compute the product. The while loop preserves the inva,ria,nt relation gcd(x, y) = gcd(xo, ~0). After the first iteration, we have in > 9 2 0; the successive values of x are strictly decreasing and positi\-c>, so the algorithm must termina,te.
We can therefore use our method for computing .x mod y to calculate gccl( s, y) on a,n integer addition machine:
PG: (Here the operation (x, y) +-( y ? x) should not really be performed; it means tha.t the roles of registers x and 9 should be interchangecl. The implementation jumps between sis copies of this program, one for each permutation of the register na.mes x, y, z.) This algorithm will compute gccl(x, y) correctly on a general addition machine, whenever the ratio y/x is rational. Otherwise it will loop forever. This three-register algorithm for grea.test common divisor turns out to be quite efficient, even though it uses only addition, subtraction, and comparison. Indeed, the numbers in the registers never exceed 2 mas(x, y), where 2 and y are the given inputs, and we can obtain rather precise bounds on the running time. When the inputs are consecutive Fibona,cci numbers (.x, g) = (F,,, , F,,+l) with 1~1 2 2.
we have q1 = 0, qz = . . . = qm-l = 1, q7,x = 2, and the tota.1 running time is W?n,F,,,+d = ' T + S(m -2) + 13 + 6 = sn2 + 10. Therefore an integer addition machine can represent, a stack of arbitrary dept,h in two of it,s registers. The operation of pushing or popping a positive integer q can be clone wit'h O(log q) operations, using a. few auxiliary registers.
Here, for example, is the outline of an integer addition program that rea.ds a sequence of positive integers followed by zero and writes out those positive integers in reverse order: Exponentiation. We can now show that an integer aclclition machine is able to compuk There is, however, a difficulty in carrying out this plan with only finitely many registers, since the method we have used t.o discover the Fibonacci representation of 9 clekrmines the relevant terms Fl in reverse order from the way we need to ca,lculate the relcl-ant factors ~1.
One solution is to push the numbers x2, x3,. . . , xxY onto a simulated stack as t#he> are being computed. Then we can pop them off in the desired order as we discover the Fibonacci representation of y, Each stack operation takes 0( log z) time, since each ~' 1 is less than z; hence the stacking and unstacking requires only O((log y)( log z)) operations, and the overall running time changes by at most a constant factor.
But the stacking opera,tion forms extremely large integers, having 0 ((log :y)(log z)) bits, so it is not a practical solution if we are concerned with the size of the numbers being added and subtracted as well as the number of a,dditions and subtractions. 14n a.lgorithm that needs only O((log y)(log z)) add't 1 ions and subtractions of integers that never get, much larger than z would be far more useful in practice.
We can obtain such an algorithm if we first compute the "Fibonacci reflection" of 1~.
na'mely the number Here is a program that computes gR. assuming that y > 0 and that both y and the consta.nt 1 have already been'reacl into registers named y and 1. The full program for .xy mod z can now be written as follows, using routines described earlier:
read s; read y; read z;
.x + x mod z; '~0 t x; IL t 1; { X = Xl, w = x1+1, I= 1) repeat if t 2 r then begin t + t -7' ; ZL + ( UW) mod Z; xi mod zo xi3 mod z0
The statement ' *u t ( UW) mod z' ca,n be implemented by first forming MU a.nd then t a,king the remainder mod z, using the multiplication and division a.lgorithms presented earlier. But we can do better by cha,ngin g the multiplication algorithm so that the quant,ities being added together for the final product a,re maintained module z: We simpl> change appropriate operations of the form CK +-0 + /? to the sequence Then the register contents never get la.rge. In fact, if x0 and yo are initially nonnegative and less than 20, all numbers in the algorithm will be nonnegative and less tha.n '2~0. TVe have proved the following result: Lower bounds. Some of the algorithms presented a.bove can be shown to be optimal, up t{o a, constant factor. For esample, we obviously need St (log min( x, y )) additions to compute the product xy; we cannot compute any number larger than 2" max(x, y) with X* a.clditions, and if 2" < min(x, y) this is less than min(x, y) mas(.r, y) = .cy.
Logarithmic time is also necessary for division a.nd gcd, even if we extend addition machines to addition-multiplication machines (which ca.n perform multiplication as well as addition in one step). ,4n elegant proof of this lower bound was given by L. J. Stockmeyer in an unpublished report [S] . We reproduce his proof here for completeness.
Theorem 3 (Stockmeyer). An integer. addition-multil_>lication machine requires a( log x)
a&hmetic operations to compute lx/Z] 7 x mod '2, or gcd(x, 2). fbr infinitely many x.
Proof: If we can compute lx/ZJ or gcd( x, 2) in t steps, we can compute x mod 2 = .I' -2[x/2J = 2 -gcd(x, 2) in a.t most t + ' 3 steps. So it suffices to prove that x inocl ' 2 requires 0( log 2) steps. therefore it is does not compute x mod 2 on both of these values. Therefore there is an integer xt in the interval [22t,22t+2 s ) uch thak the value xt mod 2 has not been computed at time t on any of the computation paths. Therefore there are infinitely many .r for which the time to compute x mod 2 is fi(logx).
So fa.r we have counted both arithmetic operations and conditional tests as steps of the comput8a,tion. This also gives a lower bound on the number of arithmetic operations, since we ca.n ass;lune without loss of generality that no computation path makes more t,han ((;') consecutive conditional tests when there are k registers. This completes the proof.
Notice that Stockmeyer's axgument establishes the lower bound 0(log x) on the t.ota.1 computation time even if the number of registers is unbounded, and even if the programs a.re allowed to introduce arbitrary constants. ,4 straightfowwcl generalization of the proof shows that an integer addition-multiplica,tion ma.chine needs I2 (log( r/ y)) steps to comput.e .r mod y, uniformly for all y > 0 and for infinitely many .x when 9 is given. However. tIhe a,rgument does not, apply to machines with unbounded registers and indirect addressing;
for this ca.se Stockmeyer [8] used a more complex argument to obtain the lower lxmx~l i-2( log x/ log log 2). It is still unknown whether indirect addressing can be esploitecl to do better than O(log a). When integer division is a,llowed, as well as addition and multiplication, the bound Q (log log log min( x, y )) on arithmetic operations needed to compute gcd(x, g) has been proved by Mansour, Schieber, and Tiwari [5] .
Our efficient constructions have all been for addition machines that contain act least three registers. The following theorem shows that Z-register acldition machines cannot do much: Proof'of' the theorem. As in the proof of Theorem 3, the sequence of if tests made by an addition machine defines a computation path, dependent on the inputs. We say that the test 'if .z 2 y' is criticnl if it is performed at a moment when the contents of registers J and y happen to be iclentica,l.
Let M be a Z-register addition machine that produces the output M( n, b) when a.pplied to input,s (n, b). We assume tha.t CL a.nd b are initially present in the two registers; therefore the computakion pa.th corresponding to (q b) will be the computa,tion path corresponding tlo (77~, 772 b) for a.11 integers pm 2 1.
Every computation path defines constants cy and /? such that M(u, b) = cycl + $3 for all (rr., b) leading to this pa.th. If A4 never encounters a critica.l test when a.pplied to (n, !I), it will follow the same path on inputs (nm, hm) and (urn. + 1, !N~z) for all sufficiently large \-alues of ' II?.. Therefore we will have lkl(nmc + 1, h72) = M( ~072, bn~) + Q for all laxge w a.nd M cannot. be a va.licl program for computing the gtd. We have proved tha,t every Z-register gcd pr0gra.m must make a critica.l test before it produces an outsput.
Nest we show that every Z-register gcd machine must make a crit,ical test before it loses a.ny instruction of the form x t x -z or z +-x + x. Suppose M performs such an instruction when it is a.pplied to inputs (a, b); these input#s determine a computation pa.01 defining constants Q and , /3 such that the other register, y, contains ~~u+~b when x +--.t'-;1' or s t x+.r is performed. If no critical tests have occurred, the same computation path will be followed when the inputs are (a'bnz + 1, nb"n2) and (n* bm, nb*m + l), for a.11 sufficiently large 7~. But gccl(n" bm. is odd, and the inputs (2n* bm+ 1, kb'772 + 1) follow the same path as (n, 0) for all large )I?;
hence cQa*bm + 1) + p(2 b* a m + 1) must be oclcl, a contracliction.
Therefore every %-register gcd ma.chine must make a, critica.l t,est, before which it has performed only operations of the forms x t .r Z!I ;y, y +-y * .c. Such operations correspond to the transforma.tions considered in the lemma..
Suppose -I/I is a,pplied to the inputs (n. 1). When the first critica, test occurs, we have x = y; and gccl( x, y ) = gcd( !I? 1) = 1, 1 Iecause gccl(x, y) is preserved by a,11 of the _ operations x t x 31 9 or y +-y III x that ha,ve been performed so far. Thus x = y = &l; the algorithm must have followed a path from { 12, l} to { 1, 1) in the sense of the lemma,.
So the algorithm must have performed at least n -1 operations before reaching the first critical test. This completes the proof. Similarly, we can do away with a.dclition, if we a.dd a new register t, because .r +--,r + 9
can be achieved by three subtractions:
Addition cannot be eliminated without increasing the number of registers, in general.
For we can prove that the opera,tion x1 +-xl + ~2 cannot be achieved by any sequence of operations of the forms xi +-xi -xj, for 1 5 i. j 5 r. The proof can be formulated in matrix theory as follows:
Let Eij be the matrix that is all zeroes except for a 1 in row i and column j. We want to show that the matrix I + El2 cannot be obtained as a product of matrices of t,he form I -Eij. Clearly we cannot use the matrices I -Ejj, whose determinant is zero: so we must use I -Eij with i # j. But the inverse of I -E,j is I + Eij, when i # j, So if
I + El2 = (I -Ei,j, ) . . . (I -Ei,,i,L )

